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Content of the Dissertation

The dissertation is concerned with image segmentation technique for medical image analysis.
The method is based on 3D Delaunay triangulation producing tetrahedral mesh, which is then
adapted to underlying CT volumetric data. The dissertation is written in English on I24 pages
and structured in 8 chapters. References include 124 bibliographic entries plus 3 references
with candidate authorship or co-authorship.

The introductory chapters 1 and 2 provide a solid motivation for the work, state the
goals to be achieved, and give an overview of the thesis structure. The following chapters
introduce the background in medical image processing and DT and meshing. Chapter 5

briefly reviews previous work on anatomical modeling.
In Chapter 6, the candidate pÍoposes the new method enabling segmentation of

volumetric data set in order to generate an 3D mesh model of a surface. Chapter 7 summarizes
experimental results and Chapter 8 offers issues for future research.

Evaluation of the Dissertation

The disserlation presents the work on the usage of computational geometry and mesh
generation techniques in the context of volume data segmentation. It seeks the division of 3D
image data into non-overlapping regions and it enables to reconstruct the geometry of a
segmented region.

The work is well motivated and the candidate distinctly states the main objective of
research. Although the volumetric data visualization methods have been the extensively
researched areas, the candidate has identified a problem that is both interesting from
theoretical point of view and relevant in practice. In particular, he focused on combination of
noise-reducing techniques and traditional edge/corner detection methods followed by
iteratively adapted triangulation. The approach to the problem is technically sound and
theoretically well developed.

Critical remarks

The text very difficult to read even though English is acceptable. Here are few
examples:
- many figures are not referred to in text (2.1,2.4,2.5, .....), they only frll the space
- fig.2.6 repeats as fig.3.11
- reference to Fig.3.6, p.18 should be Fig.3.7.
- eqns are inadequately explained in text and they are sometimes incorrect or oversimplified
to incorrect form (e.g. 3.4,4.6,...)
- the core of thesis is DT based method, but DT tn2D and 3D is nowhere formally defined.
It is not clearly stated, how is DT constructed in this case. Computational cost is not
mentioned.
- p.2I: ....three different techniques will be proposed .... These techniques exist already.



- p.30: inscribed circle ... inscribed sphere ?
- p.33: control space H .... is a function ....?
- p. 35, eqns. (4.6) : last tetm is constant ... why it is used then ?
- p.54-55: notations infig.6.4 and eqns (6.2) differ
- p. 78: ...for more details see 5.2.2 ... But there are no details in 5.2.2.

It is very difficult to distinguish between the method actually used and other existing methods.
The reader/reviewer would appreciate a clearly sketched pseudoalgorithm
containing/referring the selected methods.

The question for defence: Would the candidate argument his approach to the surface accuracy
testing using artificial data?

Contribution

The dissertation offers useful conclusions and accomplishes the main goals that the
candidate has set:

o As the main contribution of the Thesis, the general method for real medical data sets is
introduced. The technique produces sufficiently precise and stable segmentation.

o The method combines several steps grounded on previous research results and it is well
argued.

o The experiments canied out on different types of models have confirmed the correctness
and the advantages of the proposed approach. The experiments and results are available at

http ://sourceforge.net/proj ects/mdstk/.

The segmentation method and its various modifications would be likely used by other
researchers in the field, in particular, in applications where the complex geometry and unsharp
tissue images are expected. As rightfully pointed out by the candidate, these techniques are

important in a wide context and proper segmentation plays the key role in usage of these
techniques.

Conclusions

The Dissertation addresses an imporlant and relevant problem in the areas of medical image
processing and virtual SuÍgery planning. The candidate has well formulated the problem and
proposed original solutions. The dissertation offers useful conclusions that are demonstrated
on a set of experimental results. However, the theoretical part of the thesis is below expected
standards. Thus I conclude that the author proved his ability to solve nontrivial problems in
practice but he fell short of formulating and presenting scientific results. With slight hesitation
I recommend the thesis for defense and I postpone the final decision to the defense meeting.
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